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art and agency
Meaning-Making in iron age Mediterranean

Abstract

In a recent work, Marian Feldman questions on what scholars exactly do when they
study ancient artefacts carrying visual and formal complexities, commonly referred to as
art. The answer has often to do with the concept of meaning, reflecting an attitude aimed
to attempt getting at the meaning of a precise work of art. This approach reflects an almost
common practice derived from Erwin Panofsky’s method concerning iconographic inter-
pretation. Without any doubt, this method provides a huge amount of data, but, in the mean-
time, bears internal contradictions and limitations (Feldman 2014) for iconography deals
with some sort of immateriality that seems to exist outside of the object itself.  In this paper
I would try to apply an alternative approach to meaning in visuals of the Iron Age Eastern
Mediterranean, in order to consistently complete the work carried out by Marian Feldman
on Bronze Age Aegean material culture. The concept of meaning-making will be recon-
sidered as a social generated enterprise conditioned by, or arising from, human-object
interaction rather than a static or intrinsic value per se existing, beyond the object itself.

Introduction

Since the end of last century, the study of the interconnections between the aegean
and the near east has been characterized by a renewed and lively interest 1. new exca-
vations along with re-interpretation of the old ones, raised issues concerning presence of
near eastern elements in crete both as imports and imitations as well,  more or less hav-
ing impact on local material culture2. 

So, a growing interest on trade roots and on exchange systems involved iron age
Mediterranean, flanking the previous one focused on Bronze age period. as a conse-
quence, a new form of «Mediterranean archaeology» has born, involving scholars spe-
cialized on different research domains 3.  in about fifty years, the approach to the study
of near eastern elements in crete and, in general, in greece, varied mostly as a conse-
quence of the adoption of new analysis systems and models offered by theoretical archae-
ology and anthropology4. 

1For an accurate picture of 1st millennium Mediter-
ranean trades see StaMpolidiS 1998, 102-134; 2003;
pappalardo 2011; 2012.

2See particularly HoFFMann 1997.

3SHerratt, SHerratt 1993.
4a syntesis is provided in pappalardo 2012, in

particular pp. 161-180. 
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So, assumptions on the presence of orientals in crete have been followed by stud-
ies and researches aimed at sifting and demolishing the data on which previous assump-
tions and interpretations were based. 

the most famous case of this kind of approach was the work of gail Hoffman, fol-
lowed by the one of d. Jones 5.

the study of «presence» of foreign features must reasonably focus on two main
aspects: analysis of imports, on one hand, and changes in material culture on the other.  

iron age crete provides a good laboratory for the study of artistic interactions
between greece and the near east 6 for what concerns both levels of investigation. 

addictionally, the analysis of traveling objects was progressively enriched through
the study of their meaning in contexts different from the ones where they were produced,
and new assumptions on their role in producing meanings and conveying messages to the
local community were made7. 

the quite recent studies on images as media (uehlinger, Suter) 8 stressed how impor-
tant is the aesthetic value of an object in contexts lacking textual sources. images can
(sometime must) be read as written texts in order to try an almost summary reconstruc-
tion of beliefs and behaviour of people of the past. Scholars provide several interpreta-
tions on the presence of objects with an aesthetic value in different contexts, mostly the
ones carrying significant symbolic values, often taking the risk of attributing more pro-
minent role to the images than to the objects themselves. although my personal view is
that some time images can talk over the objects and provide information about identity,
individual and collective as well, carrying in some case some sort of active role in con-
veying meanings and messages to the observer9, i would try to balance the effective
object’s role. 

The meaning of images

Studies on issues concerning object’s «personality», alternatively focus on its effec-
tive significance in complex processes of formation (and/or transformation) of precise
meanings (agency)10. We can reasonably consider «meaning-making» as the ongoing
outcomes of the processes of engagement between human interlocutors and the materi-
ality of the object itself 11, that is to say that an object’s meaning can be considered as a
socially generated phenomenon linked with human-object interaction rather than a static
«epiphenomenal idea existing beyond the object» itself 12. the basic assumption, then, is
that «meaning» must be considered as an active process, continuously shifting and adapt-
ed, a dynamic value more than a static inherent entity. 

in a work focused on the meaning-making of some Bronze age eastern Mediterra-
nean objects, Marian Feldman provides a valid study-case (concerning glyptic) propos-
ing a new approach aimed to study not just what objects mean, but «how they mean»13.

5HoFFMan 1997; JoneS 2000.
6HoFFMann 1997, p. 235.
7pappalardo 2019.
8Suter, ueHlinger 2005, p. XViii; pappalardo 2018;

2019.

9pappalardo 2018, p. 110.
10HoSkinS 2006; pinney 2006; kane 2006; Bann 2003.
11FeldMan 2014, p. 337.
12FeldMan 2014, p. 337; oSBorne, tanner 2007, p. 9.
13FeldMan 2014.
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late Bronze age period shares with the early iron age one the phenomenon of intercul-
tural interactions and poses issues concerning internationalism in visual arts as a core ele-
ment in the study of meaning and/or meaning-making of figured objects14. Feldman, as she
states, rather than gazing at (figured) motifs as isolated entities, by considering them as the
sole carriers of meaning, scans a wider range of physical and formal qualities that, «among
other things bear upon, and constitute the «motifs»15. in order to do this, the scholar draws
upon the theory of «bundling», concerning materiality and meaning, borrowed from keane16,
according to which «a quality cannot be manifest without some embodiment that inesca-
pably binds it to some other qualities as well, which remain available, ready to emerge as
real factors, as it crosses context (added emphasis)»17. on this respect, categories as medi-
um, technique, shape, scale or form, concur altogether to determine an object’s signifi-
cance (and value, then) and have impact on social actions and subjectivities.

according to this assumptions, meaning is always bound up in the historical context
and social setting of a give culture and, in the meantime, it can change through the ages,
regions and contexts «as different qualities of the bundled materiality come to the fore or
recede from attention»18. More prominently, in this context, raise issues concerning objects
of art, where figurative properties are considered key-elements in meaning-making. in
particular, problems raise when objects are found far from the original site of production
and, contemporaneously, they are spread and widely diffused across the Mediterranean.
in this case it is even more difficult to catch an absolute meaning of an object, because
«meanings are in constant flux»19. 

object’s meaning must be viewed as the combination of several and different prop-
erties, whose value shifts through the ages and different contexts, depending mostly on
human-objects engagements. that is to say, can an object carry an absolute value (and,
then, an objective meaning) in contexts far one from another? Meanings derive from rela-
tionships between a material object and cultural practices 20. and, furthermore, how must
we relate to a figured object?

in discussing the panofsky’s21 three levels of iconographic analysis (pre-iconographic,
iconographic, iconological analysis), it emerges as the first level yet could be liable to a sub-
jective lecture. that is to say: a «subject» recognition not necessarily must correspond to
the initial artist’ purpose, but it can be generated by a posteriori lecture. in this sense the
importance of the textual evidence must be stressed, whereas it is not always available (almost
never in early iron age Mediterranean contexts). Since the first level of the panofsky’s analy-
sis can result not always certain, it rises prominent the effective value of the art craft’s inter-
pretation (it would be to say: «a dog is a dog». But we know that in ancient cultures the
very recognition of a subject can incur problems of lecture. an example could be the animal
represented on the gold ring from S. angelo Muxaro, on which scholars commonly think
«a wolf is a wolf», but, more probably, in that case, the wolf is a lion)22. as a matter of fact,

14 pappalardo 2012; 2019. 
15FeldMan 2014, p. 339.
16keane 2005.
17keane 2005, p. 194.
18FeldMan 2014, p. 339.
19FeldMan 2014, p. 339.
20Van WiJngaarden 2000.
21panoFSky 1939; 1955.
22rizza, palerMo 2004, tav. XiV, Vi149.  the animal re-

presented on a well-known gold ring coming from S.
angelo Muxaro, usually interpreted as a wolf, shows
all the features of the lion. another example of the fail-
ure of the first level of iconographic analysis could be
provided by the interpretation of a strange element on a
bronze patera coming from the idaean cave in crete, pre-
viously interpreted as an «harp» or a similar musical in-
strument, where a portion of a table foot was recogni-
zed by myself (pappalardo 2011). See pottS 2003, p. 32.
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the social and ideological context becomes fundamental in the process of image reading
(and, then, of meaning-making). if we look at the fish of christian religion, it emerges its
strict link with christ, so deeply rooted to be often represented in those contexts character-
ized by strong religious meaning, as catacombs and churches. then, in the case of the
christian fish, the images’ value quite substitutes a textual reference being the greek name
for fish (ichtuS) the acronym of «iesus christos theous uios Soter». Well, let’s try pro-
jecting the same process of meaning attribution in early iron age Mediterranean by imaging
a similar case to the christian fish, but without the support of the textual evidence. We would
be reasonably led to interpret the subject just on the base of its general, objective and com-
mon meaning (in the case of the fish, for example, concepts of fertility, abundance, richness
would probably be taken into consideration)23. this process would be even more difficult if
we would image a complex scene, formed by more than one subject, possibly found far from
the original site of production (and, therefore, conception) and, moreover, in a context of
strong symbolic value (sanctuary, cemetery, temple)24. it is almost evident that, in this case,
the lecture of meaning and value of the object would be very problematic and we would be
inclined, in some cases, to try meaning’s reconstruction paradoxical, quite (and often) condi-
tioned by the attitude to apply modern view to the reconstruction of ancient sense and value.

So, in the analysis of meaning-making of objects (and images) of foreign cultures,
the first step would be identifying quite exactly the object’s (and subject it carries) cen-
tre of production, trying to contextualize its deep meaning just in that cultural and social
domain which in the object itself recognized the final function, meaning and raison d'être
(let’s try to imagine the christian fish found in amazonia…), otherwise there is a risk of
depriving the object of an important part of its «biography» and, so, maiming it.

From meaning to agency

kopytoff’s essay ‘the cultural biography of things’ 25 raised precise questions on
particular objects, as: Who makes it? in what conditions? From what materials? For what
purpose? What are the recognized stages of development? How does it move from hand
to hand? What other contexts and uses can it have? 

it has been argued 26 that some anthropologists focusing on the agentive characteris-
tics of objects, have misunderstood the very idea of the ‘cultural biography of things’ post-
lated by kopytoff 27. «the processual model of commoditization that kopytoff proposed
had an impact in anthropology because it coincided with a broadening of research para-
digms to include transnational movement and connection» 28.

in general, the assumption that objects carry meaning form the bridge between
meaning-making and agency, being the power to convey messages conceived as an active
role of the objects themselves.

23Fish is an almost common motif on iron age cre-
tan iconography. it appears both on pottery and in
bronze vessels as well, as part of the offers to the deity
or as decorative element usually organized in too rows
of more than one fish (for the first case see Markoe
1985, p. 238, cr. 7; pappalardo 2019; for the second
one see pappalardo 2015, pp. 430-431, figg. 7-8).

24For a general view on anthropological assump-

tions on the role of Visuals in material cultures, par-
ticularly focusing on east-West issues, see: coHn 1998,
Mignolo 1995, Mcclintock 1995.

25kopytoFF 1986.
26Steiner 2001, p. 209.
27kopytoFF 1986.
28HoSkinS 2006, p. 75.
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the Webster dictionary provides two interesting definitions for the term «agency»:
1) «the capacity, condition, or state of acting or of exerting power»; 2) «a person or thing
through which power is exerted or an end is achieved». 

in the meantime, the definition of the term «agent» is: «a natural force or object pro-
ducing or used for obtaining specific results».

in last years, anthropologists have long argued that objects or, in general, things, in
precise contexts, are able to act like persons: «they can be said to have a personality, to
show volition, to accept certain locations and reject others, and thus to have agency»29.

if we look back to the Marxist view of material culture, it emerges how this consid-
ers it as material resources, labour, production, consumption and exchange; the struc-
turalist and semiotic approaches, otherwise, tend to outline the significance and role of
objects in the complex domain of social action, through cognition and symbolization 30.
«things are meaningful and significant not only because they are necessary to sustain life
and society, to reproduce or transform social relations and mediate differential interests
and values, but because they provide essential tools for thought»31. in this sense, some
objects can reasonably be considered as essential and more or less conscious tools for the
self-realization and/or representation of identities, by providing a precise not-verbal way
of communication. in this sense, material culture in general, figured objects in particular,
can be seen as texts to be read and decoded.  then «we ‘talk’ and ‘think’ about ourselves
through things»32. 

the growing active power attributed to things, nevertheless, has in some cases led
to an impoverishment of the role and significance of the human agency and, contempo-
raneously, of the role both of individuals and complex systems creating material goods
themselves, with value and meaning. according to Steiner, for example, the focal issue
is not that «things» are alive, but that they are passible of changes and interpretations as
long as human agency constructs for them shifting and contested meanings 33.

in Art and Agency 34, gell takes this argument further by arguing that anthropologi-
cal theories of art objects have to be primarily concerned with social relations over the
time frame of biographies. He rejects the linguistic analogies of semiotic theories and in-
sists that art is about doing things, that it is a system of social action - and that we have
to look at how people act through objects by distributing parts of their personhood into
things. He analyses involuted designs intended to entrance and ward off dangerous spir-
its, tattoos and shields in polynesia, and idols which are animated in a variety of ways,
and able to bestow fertility, sickness, cures or misfortunes.

gell’s arguments partially works as long as objects carrying an intrinsic aesthetic
value can concretely produce alterations on their possessors and/or viewers. that is to
say, they have some sort of active role in producing something and, thus, they can be con-
sidered per se agents. What must be kept in mind, nevertheless, is that this role (or pow-
er) carries a nuance of subjectivity (that is, an object’s «action» exists just in the moment
in which there’s a viewer) that could diminish the effective value of the object itself as
agent. one of the prerogatives of human actions is the objective outcome of the action

29HoSkinS 2006.
30layton 2001.
31tilley 2006, p. 7.

32tilley 2006, p. 7.
33Steiner 2001, p. 210.
34gell 1998.
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itself. there are, then, different steps, implicit in human action, from the moment of its
elaboration (at the base of which, in some cases, an explicit aim can be evident), the
phase of «how» the action is performed, and the final result (often explicitly intended and
expected). Whereas an object (of art) determines some reactions on the viewer (thus act-
ing as an agent on the respect of some other), it must be strictly linked to that phase of
subjective and individual metabolisation. the image of a crucifix, for example, never
will has the same effect (and, then, never will act as agent in the same way) on an athe-
ist or on a christian or Muslim individual. Well, the unpredictability of an action’s out-
come should be the key point concerning difference between human agency and object
agency. that is to say, there are more than one level of «agency», i think. this kind of
approach assumes more value when the role and meaning-making of travelling objects
has to be analysed. in this case, indeed, the original link between object and object-cre-
ator comes into play: some sort of fil-rouge which guarantees a minimum nexus between
original aim and final outcome of an action: creating something for an aim, or for a view-
er or for a precise function. this is the fundamental, ancestral link between object and
creator; a link that guarantees an agent’s role to the thing, because this last has been con-
ceived with a precise purpose. Just this assumption makes the object «active». What if,
instead, the object moves far from its producer? What happens when the thread is broken
for the object starts traveling till regions so far from the original one? 

that is to say, what kind of actions could the aforementioned polynesian indigenous
shield or the crucifix perform on the respect of the observer’s fills and emotions, in a
chronologically and geographically different context? can objects, when conceived as
agents, carry their role and be agent far from home? objects haven’t memory. they can
be viewed as a white canvas where individuals draw their «biography». 

an objects doesn’t change aesthetically but changes in meaning and, then, in agency.
any variation is linked with human beings interacting with the object itself. this is what
happens in the experiment of the falling tree 35. this last doesn’t produce any noise if
nobody is attending the falling, being noise nothing but the propagation of sound waves
into the tympanum. if nobody is nearby, neither a recording instrument, that noise does-
n’t exist 36. that is, a sound exists if somebody ears it. 

the sense of this analogy lies in the solid connection between objects and individu-
als on which objects determine reaction or by which they are expected to do this. Just on
this respect an object carries an instrumental role and value, being tool useful to obtain
an aim. that is to say: is it a sword that kills, or who holds it?

Meaning-making far from home

in the analysis of foreign objects it would be necessary trying to reconstruct two dif-
ferent processes, being the first the one where the things are commodified and lose «per-
sonality», the other the one where objects are «invested with personality» and have an

35From the philosophical reflection of Berkeley
1710.

36«Sound is vibration, transmitted to our senses
through the mechanism of the ear, and recognized as

sound only at our nerve centres. the falling of the
tree or any other disturbance will produce vibration
of the air. if there be no ears to hear, there will be no
sound», Scientific American, april 5, 1884, p. 218.
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impact. in this sense it comes into play what gell calls «instrumentality», that is the range
of possibilities of objects’ perception and then their role in stimulating emotional respon-
ses by being invested with some of the intentionality of their creators 37. according to
gell, objects are created as form of instrumental action (added emphasis). artefacts, in
particular, could be seen as products aimed to influence both thoughts and actions. this
idea is furthermore extended to those things apparently lacking a clear function (the ones
theorized as simple objects of aesthetic contemplation) that would be, instead, conceived
in order to act upon human beings. this would be consistent with the general modern sen-
se of art as natural expression of human creativity aimed to convey emotions (and messa-
ges) to the observer38. in this sense objects can be considered as embodying complex inten-
tionalities and mediating social agency for they produce effects and, then, have impact.
art is characterized by the peculiar function it performs in advancing social relations. 

of course, aesthetic values vary from culture to culture, and their effect may be con-
strued within a different theory of being 39.

any way, it must be kept in mind that the concept of «origin» of an object, linked
with its perception as «foreign», forms just a partial value of the object itself: something
foreign can be no longer considered foreign being incorporated into new identity and
meaning 40. 

as said in the introduction, in recent years, thanks to an evidently growing aware-
ness of the connectivity generated by the Mediterranean Sea, the old opposition between
east and West is finally breaking down and the lines of influence are being more close-
ly and analytically scrutinized. a much more complex picture of cross-cultural interac-
tions emerged. Specific studies are devoted to many diverse items spread in the Mediter-
ranean basin circulating through different networks of interactions, and each one likely
produced varied long-term cultural effects, more or less evident in the analysis of the
archaeological record. 

Marian Feldman recently stressed how in etruscan burials, imported metal vessels
constitute part of a social strategy pursued by emerging competing urban elites 41. in that
context foreign imports had quite two functions: on one hand they testified contacts with
far regions, on the other, they were viewed as implements in important, pre-existing etru-
scan social practices, most notably funerary repasts. Wide attention was payed to their
foreign origin and to the possible channels of exchange and interconnection. likewise,
the role they played on the formation of new communication codes and technological
acquisition was at the centre of several studies on interconnections and cultural exchan-
ges at the beginning of the orientalizing period. otherwise, variables as the manner in
which they were deposited inside tombs and/or their reciprocal relations with the buried
assemblages aren’t often enough stressed. 

nevertheless, just the variation in depositional patterns can provide useful informa-
tion about the «new» use and, then, action power and meaning of foreign objects: their
position inside the new context, their state (intentionally broken or integrally preserved)
are often witness of a radical change in conception and local response to foreign items.
among etruscan tombs, the regolini galassi provides an example of how foreign bowls

37gell 1998, p. 68. See also 1992. 
38pappalardo 2018; 2019.
39layton 1981, pp. 11-19; see also layton 2003, p.

449.
40FeldMan 2014, p. 339; panagiotopouloS 2012.
41FeldMan 2016, p. 229.
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are found within large sets of drinking and feasting vessels to be reasonably associated
with rich funerary feasts according to an eastern, in particular levantine, attitude42. it
would be consistent in this context the assumption according to which this attitude would
be the result of a long-term process of social negotiation, not simply to be linked with the
adoption of new princely elite lifestyle43. looking at the earliest examples of bowls depo-
sitions in early eight century burials, it emerges as they are not part of large banquet sets,
but rather isolated items, maybe to be interpreted as simple display of social status. the
etruscan evidence shows a process of transformation through the seven century B.c. in
which foreign (oriental) vessels seem to slowly become coherent part of more complex
assemblages of banqueting, cauldrons, firedogs and so on. their function and conception
shifts from single deposition to be probably linked with a status ostentation to part of
group of objects, functionally connected with one another, likely practically used in preci-
se contexts. in the meantime, the presence of a hole in the famous bowl from the regolini-
galassi tomb seems to attest the impossibility of using it as vessel and suggests it was han-
ging from a wall together with other figured silver bowls and bronze shields. in this case
its function is evidently different, being its visual and aesthetic value predominant on its
practical use: it was «visually consumed» 44 (objects had different function in similar con-
texts).

the same phenomenon regards iron age crete and concerns the famous figured bron-
ze shields, found predominantly in the idaean cave and in funerary contexts. there’s been
a lot of talk about meaning and function of bronze shields and paterae found in crete and
issues mostly focused on their geographic origin, chronology, meaning and conception.
in particular, the type carrying protruding lion head in centre shows an eastern connec-
tion45. lion-headed shields were found in the idaean cave46, phaistos47 and palaikastro48.
the tomb l of afratì (arkades) provides an almost well preserved example of undeco-
rated lion-headed shield, found in the area near the back wall of the tomb, associated with
material dated to the end of the 8 th century early 7 th 49. From the same tomb a second
specimen of very badly preserved lion-headed shield comes 50. Finally a very well pre-
served specimen comes from the tomb a1/k1 in the orthi petra necropolis at eleutherna,
in northern crete51.

cretan lion-headed shields perfectly fit with issues concerning value, function and
role of foreign objects 52. Since the time of their discovery 53, evident eastern typological
and stylistic features were recognized. a comparison was made with the famous relief of
the khorsabad palace, of the period of Sargon ii, representing the sack of the urartian
temple of Haldi at Musasir showing shields, with and without projecting animal protome,

42an influence that has also been ascribed to the
bowls in greek contexts as a stimulus for the devel-
opment of the symposium.

43riVa 2010, pp. 39-40.
44FeldMan 2016, p. 229. Marian Feldman provi-

des an exhaustive analysis of the possible assembla-
ges’ meaning in the etruscan tombs.

45kunze 1931. a comparison was made with the fa-
mous relief of the khrosabad palace, of the period
of Sargon ii, representing the sack of the urartian tem-
ple of Haldi at Musasir. orSi 1888, p. 818; pappalar-
do 2016.

46orSi 1888; kunze 1931; canciani 1970; pappa-
lardo 2001.

47leVi 1927-29, p. 463 n. 4.
48leVi 1927-29, p. 707; Benton 1938-1939, p.

51-59. a fragmented lion-headed shield comes
also from the sanctuary of aphrodite at Syme. 

49leVi 1927-1929, p. 372, fig. 490 a-b-c-d.
50leVi 1927-1929, note 16, p. 372, fig. 490 a-b-

c-d.
51StaMpolidiS 1998, p. 255, n. 319.
52pappalardo 2016. 
53orSi 1888.
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hanging on the temple pillars and walls 54. lion-headed shields, furthermore, appear on
reliefs of the period of assurnasirpal ii 55, on the Balawat gates and at zinçirli and Saçke-
gozu, in the Hittite domain 56. round bronze shields, without lion protome (60 cm diam.),
probably votive dedications to the god Haldi, come from the urartian sites of altin-tepe
and kayalidere57. Best known are the large bronze shields, bearing dedicatory inscrip-
tions celebrating the god (diam. From 60 to 80 cm), discovered in major urartian cen-
tres, such as arinberd (erebuni) and toprak-kale58. the shields were probably original-
ly deposed in temples dedicated to Haldi, where a cult of weapons is attested (shields,
quivers and belts too). Some are undecorated and some filled with rows of lions and
bulls. Seventeen shields found at karmir Blur in the living quarters and storerooms of the
citadel were in-scribed with the royal names of argisti i, Sarduri ii (764-735 B.c.), and
rusa i (735-714). among these, just five are of the decorated type, the others heaving a
smooth surface.

investigations carried out in urartu, at the ayanis fortress near Van59, provided new
information on the use and meaning of the bronze shields in royal context, suggesting to
reconsider relationships between urartian cultures and 1st millennium Mediterranean.
the excavations at the Haldi temple, in a pillared area, brought to light a big amount of
iron and bronze weapons, among which helmets, quivers and shields, all belonging to the
types well-known from previous excavations in urartu and from the studies of Barnett,
Van loon and piotrovsky60. the novelty consists in the fact that, fallen in the ground,
upside-down, a beautiful lion-headed shield has been found just in front of one of the pil-
lars of the northern façade of the cella on which it was probably hanging61. the lion is
snarling, having an open mouth showing teeth. two round and flat ears were separately
made and stuck to the head. the eyes probably housed almond-shaped stone inlays (the
same technique being used on the aforementioned arkades specimen).

according to rehm, the lion-headed shield must be considered an assyrian prerog-
ative, as testified on the aforementioned assyrian reliefs; on contrary, the decoration
though registers with walking animals, particularly bulls, must be accounted among the
characteristics of the urartian bronze working62. then, we can assume that in near
eastern context (urartu and assyria) shields with lion protome where used in war (and
we can image that the lion head protruding from the centre had an emotional value, ter-
rorizing enemies, as the fantastic creatures along with lions themselves carved in the
entrances of the assyrian royal palaces) as weapons and, in sacred or ceremonial con-
texts, they were hanging on the walls 63. 

lion-headed bronze shields «acted» differently in iron age crete64. 

54orSi 1888, p. 818; For a Synthesis see pappa-
lardo 2016.

55kunze 1931, p. 64; StaMpolidiS 2011, p. 409.
56Barnett 1960, n. 169a, c.
57MerHaV 1991, p. 135.
58at toprak-kale, some ten such shields were

discovered, inscribed with the name of rusa, son of
erimena (625-609-585), in the temple area. See
MerHaV 1991, p. 136.

59Çilingiroğlu, SalVini 2001; reindell 2001, pp.
280-83.

60piotroVSky 1966.

61BatMaz 2012; pappalardo 2016, p. 43.
62reHM 1997. See more recently 2004 for a re-

view. this layout, furthermore, maintains the princi-
ple according to which the animals are never repre-
sented up-side-down.

63For representations of lion-headed shields see
MadHlooM 1970, tav. 28,6; luScHan 1902, fig. 102;
MerHaV 1991, fig. 42a. We could assume a function
not too much distant from the one aforementioned,
assumed by gell for the polynesian shields.

64pappalardo 2001.
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every object found into precise archaeological context should be approached being
considered within specific and defined social practices in which it participates. accor-
ding to this process, then, things acquire value not just on the base of their provenance,
but on that of their «acts of consumption»65. that is to say, emphasis should regard how
foreign objects and/or iconographies were taken up, conceived, used in their new environ-
ments and, mostly, how they may have influenced new practices and behaviours, some-
time strongly conditioning ancient performances

the most part of specimens of lion-headed shields found in the idaean cave was,
probably, placed as dedication to the sanctuary and, in that context, their near eastern
features must have played a precise role on a more general social level having their cor-
respondences in the other aforementioned cretan sites 66. as for the bowls found in
etruscan tombs, the presence of couples of holes along the rim could suggest they were
hanging on the sanctuary’s walls together with other figured metal bowls. in this case,
then, their function seems to be not practical, being their visual and aesthetic value empha-
sized: they were «visually consumed»67. this objects, nevertheless, in other cretan con-
texts, acted differently. the better documented case of lion-headed shield used as a «lid»
is provided by the excavations of the necropolis orthi petra at eleutherna by prof. Stampo-
lidis 68, where the discovery of the chamber tomb a1/k1, unplundered, provided a series
of new information on cretan funerary rituals in the early archaic period. in particular,
a considerable assemblage of metal vessels, mostly decorated with complex scenes,
forms an unique study case for this subject matter. in a quite recent work, Stampolidis sho-
wed as an huge amount of figured bowls (of the same type of the ones found in the idaean
cave) were practically used to cover cinerary urns, «acting» as lids 69. 

among these, the lion-headed shield, of about 30 cm diameter, was used to close a
pgB urn and, according to Stampolidis, this precise function could be extended to the
specimens found inside the zeus cave on mount ida where a huge amount of cauldrons
fragments were found, maybe originally covered by the shields 70 .  

as known, Viii/Vii cent. crete provides a lot of examples of clay lid-shields emp-
loyed to seal funerary urns 71. the type plausibly derives from the oldest kalathos and,
through protogeometric B and geometric period developed into slightly different shapes,
enriched by figural or geometric decoration often recalling the one of the pithos-urn it
covered. clay lids commonly used to protect cinerary urns were mainly divided into two
groups: conical and domed, slightly different in dimension and decoration72. a lot of

65FeldMan 2016.
66pappalardo 2011, p. 193.
67FeldMan 2016, p. 229. in this case the function

of the shield strictly recalls the one of the silver bowls
in the etruscan tombs. cretan bronze shields were, as
known, richly decorated with various scenes and, in
the case of the lion-headed specimens, we can image
they could have a strong impact on the viewer.

68See bibliography in StaMpolidiS 2011.
69StaMpolidiS 2011. a bronze plain shallow bowl

with Ω handle (a75) covered an argive amphora
(StaMpolidiS 2004, p. 246, num. 274); a phoenician
bowl (made in aegyptianizing style) covered a the-
ran stamnos (StaMpolidiS 2004, p. 277, num. 349 with
bibliography); a similar bowl (StaMpolidiS 2011, p. 400,

fig. 15) decorated with winged griffins (a52a) cov-
ered an amphora; another one, with crouching lion-
griffins (as8a) covered a necked pithos; two won-
derful specimen of deep bowls with scenes of fema-
le procession bearing offers (for the type see
also ??????

70StaMpolidiS 2011, p. 411. this suggestion would
be confirmed by the presence in the a1/k1 tomb of
a cauldron whose rim was exactly fitting with the
bronze shield found there (StaMpolidiS 2011, fig.
43-44).

71among the first studies on the topic see cold-
StreaM 1994, p. 106.

72coldStreaM, catling 1996, pp. 325-331.
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specimens often perfectly fit with the vase’s rim, showing they were originally conceived
as lids 73; sometime, nevertheless, it seems quite evident they were secondarily adapted
to this purpose, being considered as «autonomous» objects (in particular the domed spec-
imens)74. in a first phase these lids carry a horizontal handle along their rim which is lat-
er replaced by a couple of holes (in both cases it seems they were meant to be hunt)75.
Much has been said about the connections between domed lids and the idaean cave
bronze shields 76, mostly when the clay items show a figured protruding knob, the best
example being provided by the pgB lion-headed  lid-shield from Fortetsa77, whose dec-
oration furthermore recalls strictly the idaean Shield n. 178. 

So, the cretan evidence, as the etruscan one, seem to show a process of transfor-
mation through early iron age, in which eastern features become «coherent part of com-
plex assemblages», naturally and progressively adapted to new uses. if the act of hang-
ing the shields was common in crete and the east 79, the use of them as lids seems to be
the result of a slow process of meaning-making transformation. along with the «visual»
fruition of the objects, richly embossed with fantastic creatures or complex scenes, a
practical use as lids was spread in crete. Furthermore, the birth of a «parallel» production
of clay lid-shields, imitating the bronze prototypes in shape and decoration (as well as in the
presence of a plastic protome in centre), used both in domestic and funerary contexts, tes-
tifies the deep engraftment of the new use (and meaning as well) of this object in cretan
soil. they are invested with a precise and new personality and have an impact on local
societies.

We can go back to previous assumption about the concept of «origin» of an object,
linked with its perception as «foreign», and assert that this aspect forms just a partial val-
ue of the object itself, may be, we could add, the preliminary one: something foreign is
no longer considered foreign in iron age crete, being incorporated into new identity and
meaning 80, and becoming part of a complex and new behaviour in which the object acts
according to an original cretan way. 

73Brock 1957, p. 162, class B.
74this kind of lid-shield is also widely attested

out of funerary context. Furthermore, in some
tombs as t.132a north knossos and tholos J of
tekke they are present in huge amount.

75these objects also appear in the sanctuary of
demeter at knossos: coldStreaM 1973, p. 21.

76Brock 1957, pp. 164, 207; BoardMan 1967, p.
59; pappalardo 2001.

77Brock 1957, 1439 (tavv. 107, 163). 
78kunze 1931, p. 30 tavv.1-2.
79«My officials and officers i sent to the temple

of Haldia and Haldia, his god, and Bagbartu, his
goddess, together with the great wealth of his tem-
ple…6 shields of gold which hung right and left in
his house and shone brilliantly, with the heads of
snarling dogs (lions)», luckenBill 1927, p. 96 (173).

80FeldMan 2014, p. 339; panagiotopouloS 2012.
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